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Daily Kabbalah Tip 
 
Advice in the daily Kabbalah lesson is recommended, practical tasks for advancing 
spiritually 
 
 

Spiritual Necessity 
 
The advice of the Kabbalists must be a necessity for us 
 
The souls of Kabbalists that already went through correction received orders from nature, from the 
Creator, to be in connection with us and to give us a method of how to work and how to organize a 
correct environment. We must use this advice since to progress according to nature will take a lot of 
time and a great deal of energy for each and every act. 
 
Kabbalists’ advice must be a necessity for us. If we don’t carry out what the Kabbalists write about, then 
we won’t progress. We must relate to their words with absolute seriousness and not have any illusion 
that it is possible to succeed in any other way.  

- from the 1st part of the Daily Kabbalah Lesson 10/05/10 (minutes 27-31) 

 

Daily Kabbalah Definition 
 
Definitions in the daily Kabbalah lesson guide a precise, spiritual approach to terms, & 
disqualify materialized corporeal definitions 
 

The Left Line 
 

What is the meaning of the left line? 

The left line is the egotistic desire in which I want only to enjoy, only to receive, and only to fill myself. 
As a result of its operating is this manner, it helps me by awakening me in an incorrect way, and then it's 
called "the left line." 
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But if I know how to work with it correctly, then I discover that it is really counter help since in all 
situations it always turns me, always pushes me, and always pulls me. Thus, if I identify it correctly and if 
I am very sensitive to it, always suspecting, asking why it suddenly awakens in some places, and to 
where it is pulling me, and why I suddenly want something or think this way or another, then in this, I 
am already using it in order to advance.  

- from the 1st part of the Daily Kabbalah Lesson 10/05/10 (minutes 40-43) 
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